The Ethical Hacker Network

May 2012 Free Giveaway Sponsor - iSWAT by FishNet Security
Win 1 Free Training Seat at iSWAT 2012 Worth $3995!!

Our friends at FishNet Security are putting on an all-inclusive security event this September 17 - 21 in Vegas with a focus
on your infosec career. Not only will there be plenty of activities like all conferences have, but iSWAT will also include a
huge number of training courses with certification exams given on the spot. Expert instructors from FishNet Training
Services will be conducting courses from well-known organizations such as 7Safe, BlueCoat, CheckPoint, ISC2 (CISSP),
CompTIA, F5, EC-Council, Juniper, McAfee, Palo Alto & Websense. FishNet invites you to become an information
technology security Warrior by training side-by-side with seasoned elite security leaders in the 2012 Information Security
Warrior Authorized Training (iSWAT) event. During this training event, you will gain tactical insights and strategies to
conquer your career and corporate goals with:

&bull; Nationally recognized elite instructors offering multi-vendor training programs
&bull; Network with industry leaders
&bull; Onsite certification testing
&bull; Reduced costs with a single training event

So what's in it for you? Not just a ticket to another security conference, but this month's chosen winner gets a full seat in
the training course of their choice... and there are plenty from which to choose. To see a list of what you might win, see
the iSWAT List of Training Courses. Past participation is also taken into consideration when deciding on a winner, so if
you're top on the list of posts but haven't contributed in a while, now is your chance to get back in the game. Don't fret,
new EH-Netters also get consideration. You never know what contribution might take off, so get to it, and you could be in
Vegas putting your career into high gear. Even if you don't win this prize, you still win. Be sure to use Coupon Code
&ldquo;Warrior&rdquo; to Save $600!
Only members are eligible!
Registration Is FREE!
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